HOW THE INTERNET HAS EXPANDED THE THREAT OF
FINANCIAL IDENTITY THEFT, AND WHAT CONGRESS CAN
DO TO FIX THE PROBLEM

By Ian Heller*

INTRODUCTION

Every few months a news story appears revealing the theft or loss of
computer hard drives containing sensitive financial information of millions of
bank and consumer credit report customers.1 Identity theft is the fastest
growing crime in the United States,2 known by many as “the signature crime of
the digital era.”3 The Federal Trade Commission (the “FTC”) estimates that
thieves appropriate the names, addresses, social security numbers, and credit
card numbers of about 10 million Americans each year.4 The annual price tag
is an alarming $48 billion to businesses and $5 billion to consumers.5 Every
three seconds, someone falls victim to the various scams used by thieves to
steal identities.6 Stolen information is “used by thieves to open new accounts,
secure loans, and otherwise lead parallel and often luxurious lives.”7 As David
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Young, co-chair of the privacy law group at Lang Michener LLP noted, “Individuals in today’s world are very, very exposed to privacy theft. . . There are instances occurring on quite a regular basis, and they never reach the media.”

The current methods used to combat financial identity theft are incapable of achieving any real success because they focus on punishment. Currently, financial institutions are only liable to their customer-victims in limited circumstances and offenders regularly escape justice. As a result, monetary penalties and threats of imprisonment have done little to curb the monumental increase in identity thefts over the last decade. This note argues in favor of shifting the policy of dealing with identity theft from punishment to deterrence, and shifting the burden of its prevention from financial institutions to points-of-sale at retail, online, and commercial establishments.

Part I of this article begins with an exploration of identity theft, focusing in particular on the financial and emotional burden felt by victims, and how the proliferation of Internet use has expanded its threat. In Part II, the article identifies domestic and international efforts currently employed to deal with financial identify theft, and where these efforts fall short. Finally, Part III proposes two alternative solutions to combat financial identity theft: one utilizing the power of free markets and the other relying upon secure biometric technology, both focused on deterrence rather than punishment.

PART I: THE PROBLEM

Financial Identity Theft, an Overview

Financial identity theft (“ID theft”) is “a crime in which an imposter obtains key pieces of personal identifying information. . .and uses them for their own personal gain.” Information can be stolen as a result of inadequate security measures on the part of large holders of personal data, from rouge office employees, through a creative con man, by the casual use of a photocopy machine, or even from a lost wallet ending up in the wrong hands. An ID thief needs very little to steal an identity: the information needed can be as simple as a first and last name, a home address, and either a social security number or a credit card number.

There are two major categories of ID theft: the misuse of personal
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accounts and the creation of new accounts in the victim’s name. Almost 60% of victims ‘don’t learn of the fraud until a full month after the crime has occurred, usually when the victim attempts to obtain credit, for example, by securing an equity loan or mortgage. ID theft investigations typically commence when the victim’s credit report reveals a delinquent payment history or outstanding debts that are not attributable to her actions.

ID theft hurts more than just the obvious victim. The financial institution that issued the fraudulent account is typically forced to absorb the financial loss. As a result, the “legal victim” is the institution itself, which severely restricts the rights of the innocent individual, or “true-name victim,” whose identity was stolen. Furthermore, the impact of ID theft goes well beyond finances; until theft can be proven, the victim is responsible for all actions carried out in her name. Higher interest rates, one result of negative credit report entries, often penalize victims who must invest thousands of hours each year in charge disputes and navigating red tape to clean up their credit. The hardest thing, one victim said, was “feeling powerless to do anything once the fraud started to happen.” If a victim sues, it is likely that damages sought will stem from, among other things, the onslaught of emotional distress.

Despite the creation of 25 new state laws and the introduction of 34 Congressional bills in 2006 intended to protect personal information, only one in seven hundred ID thieves are successfully apprehended and even fewer are seized “red handed.” According to Tom Zeller of The New York Times, prosecutions are rare; police investigations often start years after the fraud has occurred and are repeatedly frustrated by costly and time-intensive inquiries. Investigators must sift through hundreds of credit transactions in order to ascertain which are legitimate and which are not. Even then, evidence is typically insufficient to provide law enforcement with any real clues as to the
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theft’s identity.

The Internet

The proliferation of the Internet has only increased the ease of ID theft because of the relative anonymity of operating online. No other marketplace in the world has as many vendors and service providers so readily available, with more entering the market every day. E-commerce has its own “Black Monday” shopping frenzy. In the simplest of transactions, a consumer selects the goods she desires and enters her name, billing (and/or shipping) address, and major credit card information. But therein lies the problem. Your favorite retailer’s website cannot tell the difference between a legitimate customer and an identity thief if both correctly enter the customer’s first and last name, billing address, and major credit card information. Internet usage increases the convenience and productivity of daily life, but in gaining these benefits, internet users “open [themselves] up to the exploitation of that information by criminals and by others.”

At the turn of the century, 500,000 Americans had become victims of ID theft. According to Senator Jack Reed of Rhode Island, the number of ID thefts ballooned to 10 million Americans just four years later. By the year 2005, identity theft represented the largest category of fraud complaint on file with the FTC’s fraud database, the Consumer Sentinel, constituting 37% of all fraud complaints. As the world embraces online transactions with increasing zeal, security is struggling to keep pace. Unfortunately, at least one study has found that the emotional impact of ID theft is clinically comparable to the impact on victims of violent crimes. As one victim lamented, “it was so much easier in the old days when they just knocked you over the head in a dark alley and stole your wallet.”

Of all the potential ways to use the Internet to defraud consumers, one stands out as the most notorious, complex, and widely-used method of ID theft: “phishing”. In 2003, the FBI labeled phishing as “the hottest, and most troubling, new scam on the Internet.” Phishing, or “spoofing,” frauds attempt to make Internet users believe they are receiving e-mail from a specific, trusted
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source in an effort to obtain personal or financial information over the Internet. The attack can come in different forms. Often the scammer will use “URL spoofing” to mimic a trusted website. The scammer then directs consumers to seemingly genuine websites, giving the transaction an air of legitimacy, and lessening the likelihood that a consumer would realize that a fraud has been perpetrated. In 2006, “about 109 million U.S. adults received phishing e-mails, up from 57 million in 2004;” about one in six phishing e-mails are opened – a better rate than for e-mails from legitimate businesses.

While phishing has been a problem since the debut of the Internet, as Katherine Brinton’s experience indicates, the level of sophistication associated with modern attacks is overwhelming. USA Voice, an online news site self-proclaimed as “Honest and Unfiltered,” features news articles and commentary on national issues and considers itself “the world’s fastest growing news organization.” So it is understandable why Ms. Brinton, an aspiring journalist, did not think twice about the email she received indicating that USA Voice was looking for reporters with “excellent writing skills” and an “innate ability to find the truth.” After all, Brinton posted her resume on Monster.Com and CareerBuilder.com nine months earlier, websites dedicated to pairing job seekers with employers. Following the web link provided to her in the e-mail, Brinton was prompted to fill out an online “application,” which required her name, address, and telephone number. Although the job offers never came, she later began receiving a stream of unsolicited e-mails hawking erectile dysfunction medicine and penny stocks. Brinton was the victim of a sophisticated phishing technique. According to Jeff Wilbur, Vice-President of marketing for the e-mail security firm Iconix, these types of attacks “might be the final piece of the puzzle” that phishers need to exploit an individual’s identity. As Ms. Brinton’s experience proves, phishers go to great lengths to earn and exploit consumer trust, and even e-mails that appear solicited can easily contain a phishing danger.

Another new development in phishing is “malcode”, through which the Internet scammer sends the consumer to a fake URL that hosts a malicious
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software application or contains secretly downloaded malicious scripts,41 also known as “trojan horses.”42 This happens when the attackers succeed in infiltrating the domain name server (“DNS”) which stores the actual numerical equivalent of a Web site address. When a web-surfer enters a web address into a browser, for example “www.buyclothesnow.com”, the DNS interprets the common name43 and changes it to the Internet Protocol address (the “IP address”), a unique set of numbers and periods that functions as a website’s mailing address.44 Consequently, the IP address for “www.buyclothesnow.com” might actually look like “216.27.61.137,” the words being solely for human comfort.45 Consider what happens if an identity thief manages to convince an individual to download a program that secretly reroutes “www. buyclothesnow.com” to the thief’s phony site located at “222.56.99.554.” Although the individual might think they are buying clothes on a secure website, in actuality, the buyer is handing her credit and home shipping address over to the thief on a silver platter.

Another form of malcode involves the installation of “key-loggers,”46 which send information from the consumer’s computer to the attacker when specific, predetermined sites are accessed.47 Key-loggers remain inactive until the consumer accesses and provides, for example, Amazon.com or Ebay.com with credit card information. Modern phishing scams such as this, no longer need active participants; now phishers can lay dormant for weeks, months, or years, waiting until the victim clicks their way right into a trap.

As so succinctly put by the Home PC Firewall Guide, “The only way to make a home computer 100% secure is to turn it off or disconnect it from the Internet. The real issue is how to make one 99.9% secure when it is connected.”48 Firewall technology, which has been adopted by Microsoft Windows,49 attempts to shield a “computer or network from malicious or unnecessary Internet traffic”50 by distinguishing between desired Internet
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connections and dangerous ones. It should be noted, however, that the preferred method of phishing attack, spurious emails, are uniquely resistant to firewall technology because “a firewall offers little to no protection against viruses that work by having you run the infected program on your computer, as many email-borne viruses do.” In other words, firewalls and Internet-security programs are not sophisticated enough to prevent you from being deceived.

PART II: CURRENT ATTEMPTS IN DEALING WITH IDENTITY THEFT

Federal Laws

The challenges presented by ID theft have not been neglected by Congress. The Fair Credit Reporting Act (the “FCRA”) and the Identity Theft Penalty Enhancement Act (the “ITPEA”) were passed specifically to combat ID theft. Through these statutes, Congress created two classes of ID theft crimes: aggravated crimes and non-aggravated crimes. Additionally, because of the unique role that financial institutions play in the regulation of credit and personal information, liability is no longer reserved exclusively for the perpetrator of ID theft.

The Fair Credit Reporting Act

The financial services industry represents 89.3% of all information seizures in phishing frauds. FCRA, overseen by the FTC, is intended to ensure public confidence in a banking system utilizing credit-based transactions. In so doing, the FCRA requires “consumer reporting agencies [to] adopt reasonable procedures for meeting the needs of commerce for consumer credit and other information in a manner which is fair and equitable to the consumer, with regard to . . . confidentiality.”

Process

A consumer may sue for a violation of the FCRA’s detailed reporting requirements. The FCRA places distinct obligations on three types of entities: 1) consumer reporting agencies (“CRAs”); 2) users of consumer reports; and 3) furnishers of information to consumer reporting agencies. CRAs “play a vital
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role in assembling and evaluating consumer credit” for the purpose of furnishing consumer reports to third parties. 60 All users of credit information who use the information contained in a consumer report to deny credit or increase credit rates are required to “supply the consumer with the name and address of the [CRA] that furnished the report.” 61 Although a furnisher of information is not defined within the act, “common sense dictates that the term would encompass an entity . . . which transmits information concerning a particular debt owed by a particular consumer” to a CRA. 62

CRAs are required to investigate the accuracy of any information disputed by a consumer. 63 If inaccurate information is uncovered, the CRA must correct the mistake and inform the furnisher of the modification. 64 For example, suppose an individual dreams to open up her own coffee franchise. She saves money for years, does her research, scouts a location, and identifies top management. To make this business a reality, the entrepreneur needs an influx of $50,000. Unfortunately, when she applies for a loan, the bank tells her that she is an unreliable investment because she has been delinquent on payments and her new checking account is overdrawn. In disbelief, she begins to investigate. As it turns out, when she lost her wallet five months ago, her identity was appropriated and used to fund an elaborate shopping spree that stretched across three states. If the individual reports this information to her bank, it triggers a duty on the part of financial institutions. Pursuant to the FCRA, the bank must inform its CRA of the dispute, who in turn has its own investigatory duties (discussed infra). Through an often time-consuming process, the CRA is able to separate the individual’s transactions from the thief’s. The CRA then discloses this information to the bank and modifies the banker’s credit report to prevent further injury. Through these efforts, the FCRA attempts to put the individual back on an even playing field. A failure on the part of the FCRA to put the individual back on an even playing field could become the basis for “civil liability for willful or negligent violations of the FCRA” 65 (discussed infra).

In 2003, the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act (the “FACTA”) amended the FCRA. Under FACTA, once a consumer has a good faith belief that she is or is about to become a victim of ID theft, she may demand that her CRA place a fraud alert on her file, which is accessible by all users of credit. 66 Additionally, the CRA must provide the consumer with at least two copies of
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her credit report reflecting the fraud alert, and is prohibited from reporting negative information that results from the alleged ID theft. Murray v. Bank of America provides an excellent illustration of how such an alert can protect consumers. In 1997, after Margaret Murray lost her wallet, an imposter opened a checking account in her name, writing more than $7,000 in fraudulent checks. When Murray discovered the fraud, she ordered the bank to close the account and inform the merchants who had been paid with the fraudulent checks of the mistake. Neither occurred. Had FACTA been established, Murray’s experience might have been different. A fraud alert could have halted further fraudulent use of Murray’s identity and could have helped locate Murray’s imposter. Once flagged, use of a bad check acts as a homing beacon for law enforcement.

Despite this progression, true ID theft protection is not a reality for most victims. As amended, the FCRA ignores a critical problem; victims, on average, don’t learn of ID theft until months after its occurrence. According to the Consumer Sentinel database, in 2005, almost 60% of ID theft victims had not contacted the CRA to place a fraud alert on file. Consumers are effectively defenseless until they make the first move. Only then may they realize the benefits of a fraud alert and credit report. Victims of online fraud are especially sensitive to this problem. Phishers lure victims into disclosing their personal data through elaborate masquerades. The deception, by its nature, convinces the victim that she is dealing with a legitimate business. So how is a phishing victim to recognize that she needs the benefit of the protections granted by the amended FCRA? A phishing victim is “unlikely to seek out a credit report until she notices suspect charges on her account.” An FTC ID theft survey revealed that when the fraud is not discovered promptly, the damage to the victim becomes increasingly difficult to repair. FACTA, while commendable in spirit, provides only meager protections against ID theft.

Under the FCRA, furnishers receive slightly different treatment than CRAs. Furnishers act as gatekeepers. They are responsible for providing
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accurate information to CRAs\textsuperscript{78} and for investigating consumer disputes.\textsuperscript{79} Upon receipt of a dispute notice from a CRA, the furnisher must: 1) investigate the disputed information; 2) review all relevant information provided to it by the CRA; 3) report the results of its investigation to the CRA; and 4) report the results to all other agencies to which the information was originally furnished if an inaccuracy is discovered.\textsuperscript{80}

Although such investigation could provide a victim with relief and support, it is only compulsory when the dispute notice originates with the CRA.\textsuperscript{81} Furthermore, although both entities are equally liable for actual damages and attorney’s fees, some federal courts have interpreted the FCRA to prohibit a private right of action against furnishers.\textsuperscript{82} At least one court held that the distinction, even though seemingly cold and impractical, is valid under a plain reading of the statute.\textsuperscript{83} This means that, although the statute “broadly imposes duties” against furnishers, notice from the consumer herself does not trigger furnisher liability.\textsuperscript{84} The Ninth Circuit explained the difference in treatment as one that “can be inferred from the structure of the statute that Congress did not want furnishers of credit information exposed to suit by any and every consumer dissatisfied with the credit information furnished.”\textsuperscript{85}

**Remedies**

The FCRA does not impose wholesale liability on the above-mentioned users of credit information. In most instances, actual damages and attorneys fees are available for violations.\textsuperscript{86} However, under no circumstances can a consumer successfully seek injunctive relief, a right which is solely reserved for the FTC.\textsuperscript{87} Considering the pain and heartache that ID theft causes, it offends the notions of justice that actual damages are the only true remedy
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available to victims.\footnote{Jarrett, 421 F. Supp. 2d at 1353.}

For a true-name ID theft victim, FCRA’s most disheartening burden lies in its seeming preemption of state remedies. A victim may sue for either willful or negligent violations of the enumerated duties\footnote{15 U.S.C.S. §§ 1681n, 1681o (LexisNexis 2007); see Nagle v. Direct Merchs. Credit Card Bank, N.A., 2006 U.S. Dist. Lexis 29835, at *2 (E.D. Pa. Mar 23, 2006).} as long as they establish that the financial entities acted with malice\footnote{15 U.S.C.S. § 1681h(e) (LexisNexis 2007); see Stafford, 262 F. Supp. 2d at 782.} and the claim asserted is brought within two years of the date the claim arises.\footnote{15 U.S.C.S. § 1681p (LexisNexis 2007).} Normally, when federal statutes do not provide comprehensive protection, individual states pass legislation aimed at “closing the gaps.” For this particular injury, unfortunately, states are not permitted the authority to fill the gaps found in the FCRA.\footnote{Holtman v. Citifinancial Mortgage Co., No. 3:05-cv-1571, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 43730, *8 (D. Conn. June 19, 2006).}

Two sections of the FCRA address state remedies. The first prohibits “the imposition of requirements or prohibitions by laws of any state with respect to any subject matter regulated” under § 1681s-2 in relation to the furnishers responsibilities.\footnote{15 U.S.C.S. § 1681s-2(a), (b) (LexisNexis 2007).} Section 1681s-2 establishes guidelines for furnishing information to CRAs and addresses the duties of furnishers of information once they receive notice of a dispute.\footnote{Holtman, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 43730, at *8.} The phrase “laws of any state” has been interpreted to refer to both statutory and common state law.\footnote{15 U.S.C.S. § 1681l(e) (LexisNexis 2007) (emphasis added).} Thus, at first glance, it appears that all state laws are barred. Yet, FCRA also provides that “no consumer may bring any action or proceeding in the nature of defamation, invasion of privacy, or negligence with respect to the reporting of information against any [CRA], user of information, or [furnisher of information] . . . except as to false information furnished with malice or willful intent to injure such consumer.”\footnote{Rivera v. Countrywide Fin. Corp., No. 1:04CV103, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 59186, *7 (S.D. Miss. August 21, 2006); Alabran v. Capital One Bank, No. 3:04CV935, 2005 WL 3338663, *5 (E.D. Va. Dec. 8, 2005); Watson v. Trans Union Credit Bureau, No. Civ.04-205-B-C, 2005 WL 995687, *6-8 (D. Me. Apr. 28, 2005).} This suggests a plaintiff can establish a common law tort claim with respect to the reporting of information to CRAs if the plaintiff proves malice or willful intent to injure.\footnote{Rivera, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 59186, at *8.} Because no federal appeals court “has provided guidance on these opposing preemption provisions,”\footnote{Rivera, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 59186, at *8.} it is likely that a victim must prove malice or willful intent to cause injury in order to bring a successful state action claim.

\textbf{Identity Theft Penalty Enhancement Act of 2004}

Where FCRA concerns itself with the interplay between consumers and
America’s credit gate-keepers, ITPEA more directly addresses the problem of ID theft. Although intended primarily as a measure to combat terrorists’ use of false identities, the act stiffens penalties for any ID thief. Signed into law by President George W. Bush in 2004, ITPEA attempts to make ID theft punishment a better reflection of the pain associated with becoming an ID theft victim. As President Bush expressed, “too often, those convicted have been sentenced to little or no time in prison. This changes today.”

ITPEA created an enhanced criminal penalty for anyone who, while engaging in an enumerated felony, “knowingly transfers, possesses, or uses, without lawful authority, a means of identification of another person.” The term “means of identification” includes the personal data that thieves use to perpetrate identity fraud, such as another person’s name or social security number.

102. The felonies that give rise to additional liability under the ITPEA are those:

- Relating to the theft of public money, property, or rewards in violation of 18 U.S.C.S. § 641;
- Relating to the theft, embezzlement, or misapplication by bank officer or employee under 18 U.S.C.S. § 656;
- Relating to theft from employee benefit plans in violation of 18 U.S.C.S. § 664;
- Relating to false statements in connection with the acquisition of a firearm in violation of 18 U.S.C.S. § 922(a)(6) Provisions contained in this chapter (relating to fraud and false statements), other than this section or 18 U.S.C.S. § 1028(a)(7);
- Relating to mail, bank, and wire fraud in violation of any provision contained in 18 U.S.C.S. §§ 1341 et seq.;
- Relating to nationality and citizenship in violation of any provision contained in 18 U.S.C.S. §§ 1421 et seq.;
- Relating to passports and visas in violation of any provision contained in 18 U.S.C.S. §§ 1541 et seq.;
- Relating to obtaining customer information by false pretenses in violation of section 523 of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (15 U.S.C. 6823);
- Relating to willfully failing to leave the United States after deportation and creating a counterfeit alien registration card in violation of section 243 or 266 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1253 and 1306);
- Relating to various immigration offenses in violation of any provision contained in chapter 8 of title II of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1321 et seq.);
- Relating to false statements relating to programs under the Act in violation of section 208, 811, 1107(b), 1128B(a), or 1632 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 408, 1011, 1307(b), 1320a-7(b), and 1383a).
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commit a crime is a crime in itself. The purpose of this shift in policy, according to Chris Hoofnagle, Deputy Director of the Electronic Privacy Information Center in Washington, D.C., is to induce prosecutors to bring more ID theft cases.

ITPEA achieves its intended goal by creating the crime of “aggravated identity theft,” which occurs when a thief utilizes a stolen identity to commit other crimes. From a practical standpoint, ID theft is not a criminal end in itself, but a means to achieve some other illegal end. As a result, few identity thefts can now be classified as anything other than “aggravated.” Under this new statute, aggravated identity thieves are sentenced to an additional two years of prison time in addition to the sentences they receive if they are convicted of the underlying crimes committed using the misappropriated identity. The aggravated sentences imposed by ITPEA are triggered only by the conviction of a felony enumerated in 1028A(c). This subsection lists “the federal statutes that punish the crimes of larceny, embezzlement and generic fraud, in other words, the federal crimes most likely to be associated with identity theft.” The minimum sentence under the statute is two years.

One concern associated with this law is its imposition of “mandatory minimums.” The language of the statute requires that: any knowing possession or use of the identity of another will be sentenced to an additional two-year prison term with no possibility of probation. For some, mandatory minimums are concerning because they encumber judicial sentencing discretion. Critics of mandatory minimums argue that judges are best suited to balance the needs of justice with the eccentricities of each case. For others (including the United States Congress), the loss of judicial discretion pales in comparison to the increased disincentive now thrust upon potential ID theft offenders. Advocates of this approach look at a statutory framework clearly unequipped to deal with the tidal wave of criminal activity that is identity theft as their motivation for change. Only time will tell if this law will achieve its stated goals.
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In essence, the ITPEA’s role in the fight against ID theft is to “beef up” the punishment for ID thieves through the creation of a new “aggravated” version of the crime. The traditional purpose of harsher prison sentences is to have a chilling effect on the amount of crime carried out. If the overall goal of the ITEPA is to decrease the amount of ID thefts committed, it fails to consider the basic concept of risk versus reward. As it stands, 99% of all ID thieves escape justice. Recognizing that the average ID theft discovery takes place long after the fraud occurs, the risk of apprehension – and the imposition of an additional two-year prison sentence – is a minor deterrent when weighed against the potential windfall successful ID thieves typically receive. The imposition of harsher prison sentences may not be a bad idea, but its length must be calculated to actually deter future thefts from occurring.

International Efforts

Online ID theft is not an offense perpetrated exclusively by American criminals. The Internet is a community without borders. At its core, the Internet is a mechanism for connecting multiple computers using a loose and largely ungoverned network. Cyber crime can originate just as easily from your neighboring city as it can from across the world. An Australian criminal could steal the identity of a German citizen and use it to defraud an American bank. A thief can steal any person’s identity and sell it to the highest bidder on the international black market.

American laws do not often concern criminals in foreign jurisdictions. Indeed, “countries where cyber crime flourishes tend to have weak laws dealing with computer crime, law enforcement agencies that lack computer forensic capabilities and an underdeveloped apparatus for collaborating with law enforcement agencies in other countries.” The Anti-Phishing Working Group estimates that more than 70% of phishing websites are hosted outside of the U.S. China, for example, is now responsible for 11.96% of all worldwide phishing sites, and countries such as the Republic of Korea and Germany host many of the remaining sites.

As the Internet further evolves into a global tool, online ID theft may become more prevalent and difficult to check. Some in the international
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community share the U.S.'s recognition that phishing and online fraud have disastrous consequences for the entire world.

The European Union

In 1995, the European Union approved the Data Privacy Directive ("the Directive"), a comprehensive declaration calling for protection of individuals in the collection and use of personal data. The Directive was implemented to "protect the fundamental rights and freedoms of natural persons, and in particular their right to privacy with respect to the processing of personal data." European Union member states are directed to adopt privacy-in-information laws *sui generis*, subject to general policy goals and certain minimum standards.

One way in which the Directive is more proactive than American laws is in its application. Whereas American laws focus primarily on public furnishers of information and CRA's, the EU mandate "covers any use of personally identifiable information for any purpose." For example, the Directive requires specific approval "for any [online] use of [personal] data for any reason," and only permits use of personal data after "the data subject has consented unambiguously." It is undeniable that this method of enforcement is more comprehensive than the American approach. From a victim's viewpoint, blanket imposition of privacy-in-information prevents the occurrence of more ID thefts. The Directive also provides more avenues for restitution from the thefts that do occur. Moreover, the Directive deals with the particular hardship associated with online ID theft by mandating "common standards for transfers of information to third countries." As commentators have noted, however, the Directive contains numerous legal "loopholes." One such loophole is that it applies only to natural persons and not to legal
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entities. These loopholes make it possible for users of personal data to avoid full compliance or liability.

In late November of 2001, thirty countries comprising the Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime, having recognized “the need for cooperation between States and private industry in combating cybercrime and the need to protect legitimate interests in the use and development of information technologies,” passed the first international treaty (the “Treaty”) to deal explicitly with Internet-based crime. Like the Directive, the Treaty sets forth minimum standards through which ratifying countries should create laws to prevent and prosecute cybercrime. Specifically, ratifying countries are instructed to criminalize illegal access to computer systems and data, illegal interception of data, and the domestic use of a computer in the commission of an international fraud.

The Treaty’s chief advantage is the uniform way in which members prosecute cyber criminals. In the past, criminals could conduct international ID theft from countries where the domestic fraud penalties were relaxed. Furthermore, the Treaty cedes prosecutorial jurisdiction of any cyber crime to the State in which the crime was committed, or “by one of its nationals, if the offence is punishable under criminal law where it was committed or if the offence is committed outside the territorial jurisdiction of any State.” Ratifying nations must also allow for the cross-border collection and use of “informational data” in investigations and prosecutions. Although the United States became a signatory to the Treaty in 2003, it has not yet been ratified by the Senate.

Canada

In many respects, the U.S. and Canada employ similar methods to combat online ID theft. For example, as in the United States, Canadian users of information are self-policing and much of the country’s regulations focus on furnishers of personal data. Unlike the United States, however, Canada has established the Model Code for the Protection of Personal Information (“the
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“Code”), a national effort designed to provide personal information security. Applied to all Canadian organizations that collect or use personal data, the Code sets forth ten specific performance principles in an attempt to balance the privacy rights of individuals and the information requirements of private organizations. Key principles are codified in Canada’s Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act.

The two most significant principals advocated in the Code are accountability and consent. Unlike the U.S., all Canadian users of personal data are wholly accountable for its management. For example, a neighborhood grocery store is just as liable for personal data losses as a national bank. Under the American method, by contrast, banks and credit agencies are the primary holders of liability, and only under the special circumstances noted above. Broad legal responsibility applies to all links in the personal data use chain promotes attentiveness on the part of personal data custodians. The Canadian method also requires that the individual have knowledge and provide consent before any collection, use, or disclosure of personal information is made, except where legal, medical, or security concerns makes such consent impractical. Essentially, the Code creates in all users of personally identifiable information a new affirmative duty: the duty of approval. If each consumer must give her consent before an information user discloses data, the frequency of fraudulent disclosures will shrink. Like the tort claims that may be brought under the FCRA, the fraudulent disclosures that do occur can form the basis for negligence. The approval duty also means that more ID theft victims have the opportunity to receive punitive damages.

In essence, both the European and Canadian methods encourage the prevention of ID theft by creating more avenues for victims to receive punitive damages. To the extent that tort liability is increased, fewer consumers are exposed to victimization. As for those who are made victims, like those of violent crimes, fraud victims are not “made whole” upon receipt of punitive damages. These damages imply recognition that ID theft is a horrifying ordeal in a way that actual damages never could.

**PART III: SOLUTIONS**

If the situation looks bleak, it should. Current federal and state statutes fall short because they are designed to protect credit providers and promote consumer confidence, rather than to compensate the true victims of ID theft.
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As shown above, too many victims’ claims, especially those frauds occurring internationally, fall outside the scope of the ITPEA’s and FCRA’s coverage, and the majority of state remedies have been preempted by the FCRA. The manner in which the American legal system deals with ID theft is its fundamental flaw: punishment provides little comfort to those already victimized. Deterrence, on the other hand, through prevention, circumvents the deep trauma ID theft victims experience, and has the added benefit of eliminating the burden on an already over-stressed judicial system.

Below, I propose a few ways to achieve true-identity security by focusing on preventing the problem rather than punishing the offenders. It should be noted that, regardless of whether a thief goes online or stays in the “real world,” one common thread seems to connect every ID theft: at some point, a thief’s impersonation deceives a financial institution, government entity, service provider, merchant, or individual. Deterrence must be focused upon this critical juncture.

** Tradable Credit System – a free market solution**

Congress should authorize the creation of a tradable credit system for all commercial institutions and merchants who utilize personal consumer data, making ID theft solutions the responsibility of all governmental and commercial users of personal data, rather than the responsibility of only Congress or victims.

A tradable credit system is one whereby a regulatory agency identifies and places a threshold level of “acceptable failure” on all significant users of personal consumer data. For the purposes of this paper, “acceptable failure” is the upper limit of negative behavior allowable under the law. The agency then allocates a number of time-fixed allowances or credits consistent with that limit. Commercial entities are then given the freedom to purchase new credits in an open market for the right to engage in additional “failure” activities and to sell credits unused due to better-than-required security practices. 

As a method of monitoring the credit use, a specified agency would assign a point system that contemplates different ways through which private organizations stay within or exceed the boundaries of “acceptable failure.” By way of illustration, consider the automobile speeding ticket system. Different speeding offenses are assigned point levels, the most severe of which have higher point values. Over time, the points accrue and approach an unacceptable level as determined by the Department of Motor Vehicles. There are intermediate penalties throughout the process – fines and “traffic school” for example. When a driver accumulates too many points, her license is suspended and revoked. Criminal charges can then be imposed as a penalty for

operating a motor vehicle without a valid license. The same principles will well when applied to a tradable credit system.

Any private organization utilizing, benefiting from, or collecting personal consumer data would be subject to the credit trading system enforced by the FTC. The FTC is the logical choice for regulatory oversight. It is the regulatory body in charge of overseeing enforcement of the FCRA, and therefore it is already experienced in the supervision of personally identifiable data. Due to the widespread use of credit and personal data, a successful solution to ID theft is only possible through broad participation. Financial institutions and utility companies are obvious examples of data users, but everyone from mobile phone companies to department stores and Internet service providers require and store personal data. These organizations are informational “gate-keepers;” the proverbial front line of fraud prevention. It is time for business perspectives to change – utilization of credit and personal information is a privilege and not a right; responsibility must be synonymous with use.

This solution is not novel; it is already successfully used to cut corporate greenhouse emissions. In 1970, Congress passed the Clean Air Act (the “CAA”), launching ambitious objectives for improving the U.S.’s air quality. Since the 1977 amendments, the Environmental Protection Agency (the “EPA”) has been “developing and implementing a variety of market-based programs aimed at achieving the Act’s objectives.” For example, through the power of open markets, the EPA was successful in phasing out lead from gasoline. Urban areas have implemented Tradable Development Right (“TDR”) programs to protect open space, landmarks, and other sensitive areas. New Jersey has been able to limit development in the Pinelands forest zone though a widely publicized TDR scheme. If properly established, tradable credit systems are proven to be a positive source of social change and can succeed in the area of identity theft.

Tradable credit systems can provide mutual benefits to all parties involved. By making users of personal data responsible for prevention, the American public immediately benefits from fewer and less severe ID thefts. At the same time, businesses have the opportunity to generate new streams of revenue. Organizations who out-perform the agency-mandated ceiling can
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utilize unused credits as a commodity to be sold on the open market. Signatories to the Kyoto protocol, an international treaty devoted to the “stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere”\(^\text{155}\) established a carbon reduction credit-trading system similar to the one that resulted from the U.S.’s Clean Air Act.\(^\text{156}\) In early March of 2006, Endesa, Spain’s largest power company, announced plans to purchase carbon credits from the China Huaneng Group (CHG) (the “CHG”), China’s biggest power producer.\(^\text{157}\) In various ways, the CHG invested in cleaner sources of energy with the goal of selling their carbon credits.\(^\text{158}\) The CHG’s reward totaled $36 million.\(^\text{159}\) Imagine how thoroughly personal data will be protected when businesses discover that a secure system can generate profit.

Critics might argue that smaller businesses will face too high of a burden in the form of increased costs. Because small businesses are privately capitalized and expenses are often tightly controlled, the argument is that there is little room in the budget to devote to the creation of new data security practices. As is the case here, however, all marketable rights based solutions can mitigate initial adoption costs through at least two ways. First, businesses that adopt superior security measures can sell unused personal data credits. These funds can easily be applied to alleviate the costs of adoption. Second, the costs associated with creating a security system are non-recurring capital expenditures that would qualify for normal amortization and depreciation.\(^\text{160}\) As a result, costs associated with implementation of new security practices can be offset by a reduced tax burden. It should also be noted that the system works best when individual entities are given the freedom to generate their own processes for securing personal data. For example, suppose there are three levels of data security: maximum, average, and minimal. Naturally, all three levels have potential risk and reward depending on individual cost and efficiency. Each individual business is free to select a level that is most appropriate based on its own criteria. The market will then reward or punish the business for its choices. This method allows each business to choose its own security burden, making it as least obtrusive as possible. It also creates thousands of “little laboratories,” in an effort to create the most efficient and effective security practices through nation-wide trial and error. As successful and inferior security techniques are refined over time, the U.S.’s greatest minds will find the best solution in a way that is uncorrupted by the political system and driven by a powerful motivator: the prospect of higher profits. Few other
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solutions are so positively driven.

For this system to function properly, security breaches must be matched with credit usage in each end-of-accounting period. The FTC will have to play an active role in ensuring compliance with credit usage standards. Assume, for example, that a thief hacks into the mainframe database of a major credit card company and steals the personal data of 10,000 customers. Surely, the company will not have enough failure credits for this extreme level of security breakdown. By the end of the next accounting period, the company must purchase enough credits to offset the points it has accrued due to the security breach. Failure to do so should result in the imposition of criminal charges and/or punitive fines by the FTC; moneys used to help fund the cost of enforcement, in addition to the actual damages to the victim for willful violation of standards.

In theory, “marketable rights systems offer a powerful means” for achieving any security-related goal.\textsuperscript{161} They establish mechanisms for assessing competing “good” and “bad” policy values, for example “secure” and “unsecure” methods for dealing in personal data.\textsuperscript{162} To achieve success, trading systems must include processes for: delineating the type of organization bound under the system; determining the upper limit of an “acceptable failure”; “evaluating point values associated with different levels of security failure and assigning credits to data users; trading in personal data credits on an open market; and securing performance, i.e., guaranteeing compliance with requirements and security objectives.\textsuperscript{163}

Everyday, we rely on the aggregate creativity of American business people to improve our quality of life. Business people, concerned primarily with the bottom line, are in the unique position to eliminate ID theft by circumventing the practices that lead to fraud. By implication, prevention as a concept recognizes and accounts for the burden that ID theft places on victims in a way that mere management never could.

\textbf{Technology}

ID theft is an unpreventable problem as long as identity verification relies upon words and numbers. Although the market-based solution outlined above can make tangible differences in the lives of the American public, some ID thefts will inevitably still occur. The future of ID theft protection, therefore, is in technology. Biowerification, technology that utilizes genetic make-up as a method of identity verification, has the potential to become a powerful form of
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fraud protection.\textsuperscript{164} Congress must monetarily encourage, whether through direct subsidization or tax incentives, widespread adoption of bioverification systems.

\textbf{Fingerprint Identification Technology}

Fingerprinting is a branch of forensic science that differentiates between the distinctive patterns of ridges and valleys that flow across fingertips.\textsuperscript{165} These ridges and valleys are formed while in the womb and are the product of a matchless combination of hereditary and environmental factors.\textsuperscript{166} Fingerprints are statistically unique and never change.\textsuperscript{167} For decades, forensic scientists used the Henry system to manually distinguish between billions of known prints using three basic fingerprint patterns: arch, loop, and whorl.\textsuperscript{168} Today the process is predominantly computerized\textsuperscript{169} and therefore, fingerprinting is an ideal identity verification method.\textsuperscript{170}

The fingerprint identification process functions when “a fingerprint of unknown ownership is matched against a database of unknown fingerprints to associate a crime with an identity”.\textsuperscript{171} Thus, a person’s identity is verifiable upon comparison of two sets of fingerprints; one set stored and previously matched to the individual, and another set offered at the time of verification. An individual’s identity is verified by computer when the two sets of prints are a statistical match.

The use of fingerprints as an identification device is already in wide circulation, primarily as a law enforcement tool and for registration of aliens with Citizenship and Immigration Services (formerly the Immigration and Naturalization Service). The recent presence of certain factors makes this technology realistically adaptable for widespread commercial use.\textsuperscript{172} These factors include “small and inexpensive fingerprint capture devices, fast computing hardware, recognition rate and speed to meet the needs of many applications, the explosive growth of network and Internet transactions, and
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the heightened awareness of the need for ease-of-use as an essential component of reliable security.”

**Retinal Scan Identification Technology**

A Retinal Scan photographs the inside of the human eye for the purpose of identity verification. The scan studies the layer of blood vessels located in the back of the eye using a “low-intensity light source and an optical coupler and can read...patterns at a great level of accuracy.” The eye has unique characteristics that make a scan reliable, long lasting, and difficult to counterfeit. For example, the eye does not change between birth and death, and because the retina is located inside of the eye, it is protected from variations “caused by exposure to the external environment.” Just like fingerprints, retinal scan technology verifies an individual’s identity by comparing a current digital image of the retina with one previously filed and stored. Hundreds of distinctive ocular characteristics are quantified in a retinal scan in order to identify an individual. Because of its high cost, it is predominantly used in “high security government installations,” including nuclear research sites and military bases.

**Use of Biometrics**

The elimination of human error is the most striking advantage of both methods. The current system of identify verification relies upon disclosure of numerous pieces of personal information. Frequently, the system breaks down when a verifying employee fails to notice discrepancies contained in personal data offered by a thief. For example in *Stafford v. Cross Country Bank*, the thief obtained a credit card in the victim’s name by correctly listing the victim’s social security number and mother’s maiden name, but listing an incorrect home address, and in *Patrick v. Union State Bank*, despite an inability to provide a home address, social security number, or even a full signature, a lost driver’s license was enough to open a checking account in the victim’s name. Bioverification would protect identity integrity if it were used before extensions of credit and cashless transactions occur. In the future, social security and credit card numbers may even become obsolete in a world where bioverification is broadly implemented. A unique retinal make up can become a social security card number, credit card number, bank account
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number, and driver’s license all rolled up into one secure instrument. Without access to this information, identity thieves will have nothing to left to steal.

The key to biometric success is widespread adoption. Consumers must be able to present themselves for verification conveniently and quickly. As with credit card sliders, fingerprint and/or retinal scanners must be available for use in financial institutions and at all points of sale. Critics might argue that this method will stifle the use of the Internet to conduct commercial transactions because consumers cannot be expected to make the effort to purchase these scanners for in-home use and the elimination of credit card numbers would injure the relatively new medium. However, this point of view fails to take into account two important factors. First, the Internet is a marketplace that will be used for many decades to come. Consumers treasure e-commerce because thousands of merchants and products are available with just the click of a mouse. However, e-commerce can reasonably be expected to adapt to whatever security measures are thrust upon it. Second, and most important, consumers will probably not have to purchase the scanners, at least not explicitly. The scanners could become integrated into personal computers and laptops. IBM already sells biometric scanners built into its laptops as a security measure.\(^{184}\) Whereas add-on security devices could reach prices up to $200 just two years ago,\(^{185}\) a modern integrated biometric scanner can cost just $30, or 2.5% of a $1,168 laptop.\(^{186}\) Weighed against the financial and emotional costs associated with a stolen identity, $30 for total identity security is a bargain.

Furthermore, biometrics is not the enemy of privacy that critics make it out to be. Their argument goes something like this: use of biometrics requires a large centrally controlled database that might be misused by those entities entrusted to act as custodians. Proponents of this viewpoint fear that if centrally stored, digital fingerprints or retinal scans might be subject to electronic monitoring and surveillance. Luckily, use of biometrics for identity security does not contemplate any central storage of data. Simply, encrypted biometric data would be stored on the credit card and function as a “lock.” The card (and its corresponding bank account) could be “unlocked” and used for purchases as long as the individual presenting the card can verify her identity by matching the stored fingerprint or retinal scan. Verification would then be a straightforward procedure. Either the scan would present a match with what was scored or it does not; the card could only function with a match. Because no third party, including the cashier, would have access to the
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biometric data, it could not be misused. This technology is already being utilized. Walt Disney World uses finger scans to match visitors to their admission passes, and in the wake of the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, admittance to the Statue of Liberty in New York is conditioned upon leaving bags and recording equipment in lockers that can only be accessed with fingerprints. ATM cash machines and debit cards operate in a similar fashion. Both rely upon two layers of security: a physical card and a secure password for account access. Instead of a pin number, the second layer of security here is a biometric scan.

Despite its potential to change the way the U.S. deals in cashless transactions, bioverification technology will take many years to become widely adopted if left on its own. Too many variables may stall or divert its ability to protect the American people from identity-related frauds. Although the technology exists and is reliable, it is still comparatively expensive. Investment must be made in mass production to bring bioverification to the forefront of the war on ID theft. To implement a change, Congress must support investment through bioverification incentives.

CONCLUSION

For better or for worse, we are a society that relies primarily upon cashless transactions. We use credit for everything from securing a bank loan to purchasing new jeans. It has become a part of the fabric of our culture. While the threat of fraud was always present, the digital age has made deception alarmingly sophisticated. The explosion of Internet use attracts sharks that prey mercilessly on victims. Thieves count on consumer naiveté and organizational red tape to screen their disappearance. Although some positive steps have been taken by Congress, current remedies do nothing to assuage the most potent sting of ID theft; its emotional impact.

Both solutions explored in this article focus on prevention of ID theft and the practicality of implementation. Through implementation of the market-driven solution, a decrease in the number and severity of ID thefts could correspond with more robust revenue streams for businesses. Whereas current Congressional solutions seek to limit liability expansion only to a select class under narrow circumstances, this approach attempts to encourage the creation of tighter security procedures through incentives. The second solution recognizes that Congress is in a unique position to be the “spark” that is necessary to propagate a technological solution to the ID theft problem. Although each solution can be effective on its own, if adopted in unison, the two can be synergistic.
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